The Expected Hypervolume Improvement (EHVI) is a frequently used infill criterion in Multi-Objective Bayesian Global Optimization (MOBGO), due to its good ability to lead the exploration. Recently, the computational complexity of EHVI calculation is reduced to O(n log n) for both 2-D and 3-D cases. However, the optimizer in MOBGO still requires a significant amount of time, because the calculation of EHVI is carried out in each iteration and usually tens of thousands of the EHVI calculations are required. This paper derives a formula for the Expected Hypervolume Improvement Gradient (EHVIG) and proposes an efficient algorithm to calculate EHVIG. The new criterion (EHVIG) is utilized by two different strategies to improve the efficiency of the optimizer discussed in this paper. Firstly, it enables gradient ascent methods to be used in MOBGO. Moreover, since the EHVIG of an optimal solution should be a zero vector, it can be regarded as a stopping criterion in global optimization, e.g., in Evolution Strategies. Empirical experiments are performed on seven benchmark problems. The experimental results show that the second proposed strategy, using EHVIG as a stopping criterion for local search, can outperform the normal MOBGO on problems where the optimal solutions are located in the interior of the search space. For the ZDT series test problems, EHVIG still can perform better when gradient projection is applied. (M. Emmerich), a.h.deutz@liacs.leidenuniv.nl (A. Deutz), t.h.w. baeck@liacs.leidenuniv.nl (T. Bäck). improvement for a new point. For single objective optimization, Expected Improvement (EI) and Probability of Improvement (PoI) are usually applied in BGO. The EI was introduced by Mockus et al.
Introduction
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) and Bayesian Global Optimization (BGO) are two main branches in the field of optimization. Both of them share a similar structure: initialization, evaluation of a black box function at a given search point, an update of the current search point for seeking an improvement in the next loop and repetition of the evaluation and adjustment loop. The difference lies in the update mechanism. For EAs, this is accomplished by evolutionary operators, such as recombination and mutation. For the Bayesian global optimization, this is based on learning from the past evaluations and determining the next search point by optimization of an infill criterion formulated on that method. Compared to EAs, BGO requires only a small budget of function evaluations. Therefore, it can be applied to real-world optimization problems with expensive evaluations [1] , e.g., evaluations occurring in computational fluid dynamics simulations or process control simulation.
In the context of Bayesian Global Optimization, a pre-selection or infill criterion is utilized to estimate the performance of the multi-variable integrals. The first method suggested for EHVI calculation was Monte Carlo integration and it was first proposed by Emmerich in Refs. [4] and [9] . This method is simple and straightforward. However, the accuracy of EHVI highly depends on the number of the iterations. The first exact EHVI calculation algorithm for a 2-D case was derived in Ref. [10] , with the computational complexity O(n 3 log n).
Couckuyt et al. introduced exact EHVI calculation for d > 2 in Ref. [5] .
This method was also practically much faster than those discussed in Ref. [10] , although a detailed complexity analysis was missing. In 2015, Hupkens et al. reduced the time complexity to O(n 2 ) and O(n 3 ) [11] for the two and the three-dimensional case, respectively. These algorithms also further improved the practical efficiency of EHVI on test data. However, there still exists a large gap to use EHVI in applications. Considering the expensive computation of EHVI and inspired by the EHVI, Couckuyt et al. proposed the Hypervolume based Probability of Improvement in Ref. [5] . Luo et al. used an approximate algorithm to calculate EHVI based on Monte Carlo sampling for high dimensional cases (d > 6) in Ref. [7] , where d stands for the dimension in objective space.
Finally, Emmerich et al. proposed an asymptotically optimal algorithm for the bi-objective case with time complexity Θ(n log n) in Ref. [12] , where n is the number of non-dominated points in the archive. More recently, Yang et al. [13] proposed an algorithm to calculate 3-D EHVI with computational complexity Θ(n log n).
However, compared to EAs, Multi-Objective Bayesian Global Optimization still performs much slower with the infill criterion EHVI, because EHVI needs to be called many times in the process of searching for the optimal point based on the Kriging models. Since the calculation of the EHVI can be formulated in closed form, it is possible to analyze its differentiability. It is easy to see, that all components of the EHVI expression are differentiable. However, a precise formula of the EHVIG has not been derived until now. By using the formula for the EHVIG, it could speed up the MOBGO in the process of searching for the optimal point by using the gradient ascent algorithm or using it as a stopping criterion in EAs. This is the motivation of the research in this paper.
This paper mainly discusses the computation of the 2-D EHVIG and how to apply EHVIG in MOBGO, both for local search (gradient ascent) and as a stopping criterion. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly describes Bayesian Global Optimization, some basic infill criteria, and how to compute 2-D EHVI efficiently; Section 3 introduces the definition of the EHVIG, and proposes an efficient algorithm to calculate 2-D EHVIG, including a computational performance assessment of the proposed efficient exact calculation method and numerical calculation method in 2-D EHVIG case; Section 4 introduces the techniques on how to apply EHVIG in MOBGO; Section 5 shows some empirical, experimental results; Section 6 draws the main conclusions of this paper and discusses some potential topics for future research.
State of the art 1

Bayesian Global Optimization
Bayesian Global Optimization (BGO), also known as Efficient Global Optimization [3] or Expected Improvement Algorithm [14] , was proposed by the Lithuanian research group of Jonas Mockus and Antanaš Zilinskas ( [2, [15] [16] [17] ) in the 1970s. In BGO, it is assumed that the objective function is the realization of a Gaussian random field, which is also called Gaussian process (GP) or Kriging, in particular in 1-D.
Kriging is a statistical interpolation method. Being a Gaussian process based modelling method, it is cheap to evaluate [18] . Kriging has been proven to be a popular surrogate model to approximate noise-free data in computer experiments, where Kriging models are fitted on previously evaluated points and then replace the real timeconsuming simulation model [19] . Given a set of n decision vectors X = (x (1) , x (2) , · · · , x (n) ) ⊤ in m dimensional search space, and associated function values y(X) = (y(x (1) ), y(x (2) ), … , y(x (n) )) ⊤ , Kriging assumes y to be a realization of a random process Y and it is of the form [3, 20] :
where (x) is estimated mean value over all given sampled points, and (x) is a realization of a normally distributed Gaussian random process with zero mean and variance 2 . The regression part (x) approximates globally the function Y and Kriging/Gaussian process (x) takes local variations into account. Moreover, as opposed to other regression methods, such as supported vector machine (SVM), Kriging/GP also provides an uncertainty qualification of a prediction. The correlation between the deviations at two points (x and x ′ ) is defined as:
Here R(., .) is the correlation function, which can be a cubic or a spline function. Commonly, a Gaussian function (also known as squared exponential) is chosen:
where are parameters of correlation model and they can be interpreted as measuring the importance of the variable. Then the covariance matrix can be expressed by the correlation function:
When (x) is assumed to be an unknown constant, this unbiased prediction is called ordinary Kriging (OK). In OK, the Kriging model determines the hyperparameters = [ 1 , 2 , …, n ] by maximizing the likelihood of the observed dataset. The expression of the likelihood function is:
The maximum likelihood estimates of the mean̂and the variancê2 are given by Ref. [3] :
Then the predictor of the mean and the variance at point x t can be derived and they are shown as follows [3] : The basic idea of BGO is to use a surrogate model based on Kriging or a Gaussian process. A surrogate model reflects the relationship between decision vectors and their corresponding objective values. This surrogate model is learned from previous evaluations. For multi-objective problems, the family of these algorithms is called Multi-Objective Bayesian Global Optimization (MOBGO). The scheme of a MOBGO algorithm is to sequentially update a surrogate model, by the optimal point searched by an optimizer and the corresponding objective function values. An optimizer in MOBGO is utilized to search for a promising point x * by maximizing/minimizing an infill criterion with respect to surrogate models, instead of using 'true' objective functions.
Infill criteria
In Multi-Objective Bayesian Global Optimization, some common infill criteria are: Hypervolume Indicator (HV) [21] , Hypervolume Improvement (HVI) [22] , 2 Hypervolume Contribution (HVC) [23] , Lower Confidence Bound (LCB) [9, 24, 25] , EHVI [4, 26] , Probability of Improvement (PoI) [27] and Truncated Expected Hypervolume Improvement (TEHVI) [28, 29] . Many of these are based on the hypervolume indicator.
The HV was proposed by Zitzler and Thiele [30] , and it measures the size of the dominated subspace bounded from above by a reference point r. This reference point should be chosen by a user, and it should satisfy the condition that it is dominated by all the elements of the Pareto-front approximation sets which might occur during the optimization process, if possible. The hypervolume can indicate the performance of a Pareto-front approximation set  ⊂ ℝ d , and the maximization of HV can lead to a Pareto-front approximation set that is close to the true Pareto front. In 2-D and 3-D cases, the hypervolume indicator can be computed in time Θ(n log n) [31] . In more than 3 dimensions, the algorithm proposed by Chan [32] achieves O Two straightforward derived criteria are the HVI and the HVC. Emmerich et al. proposed an asymptotically optimal algorithm to calculate HVC with time complexity Θ(n log n) for d = 2, 3 in Ref. [33] . The basic idea behind these two criteria is the same, that is to calculate the difference of the hypervolume between two Pareto-front approximation sets. The definition of HVC of a point y ∈  is the difference between the hypervolume of  and the hypervolume of  ⧵ {y}. Hypervolume Improvement is defined as: In case we want to emphasize the reference point r, the notation HVI( , y, r) will be used to denote the Hypervolume Improvement. Note that HVI( , y) = 0, in case y ∈  .
EHVI is a generalization of EI to the multi-objective case, based on the theory of the HV. Similar to EI, the definition of EHVI is with respect to the predictions in the Gaussian random field and it measures how much hypervolume improvement could be achieved by evaluating the new point, considering the uncertainty of the prediction. It is defined as: Definition 2.3. (Expected Hypervolume Improvement) 3 Given parameters of the multivariate predictive distribution , and the Paretofront approximation  the expected hypervolume improvement (EHVI) is defined as:
where PDF , is the multivariate independent normal distribution for mean values ∈ ℝ d , and standard deviations ∈ ℝ d + . 2 The HVI was called the most likely improvement (MLI) in Ref. [22] . 3 The prediction of and depends on a Kriging model and a target point x in the search space. Explicitly, EHVI is dependent on the target point x. Fig. 1 . The light gray area is the dominated subspace of  = {y (1) 
Example 2.1. An illustration of the EHVI is shown in
The bivariate Gaussian distribution has the parameters 1 = 2, 2 = 1.5, 1 = 0.7, 2 = 0.6. The probability density function (PDF) of the bivariate Gaussian distribution is indicated as a 3-D plot. Here y is a sample from this distribution and the area of improvement relative to  is indicated by the dark shaded area. The variable y 1 stands for the f 1 value and y 2 for the f 2 value.
For the convenience of expressing the formula of EHVI and EHVIG in later sections, it is useful to define a function we call Ψ.
Definition 2.4.
(Ψ function (see also [11] )) Let Moreover, a useful identity which we will frequently use is:
. We define the function Ψ as follows:
Efficient algorithm for 2-D EHVI calculation
This paper focuses on bi-objective problems. The calculation of EHVIG in Section 3 shares the same partitioning method with 2-D EHVI calculation and EHVIG is derived from EHVI. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce an efficient algorithm for 2-D EHVI calculation, as described in the recent work by Emmerich et al. [12] .
The partitioning of the integration domain is done by the following steps: augment the current Pareto-front approximation  = {y (1) , … , y (n) } by two more points y (0) = (r 1 , −∞) ⊤ and y (n+1) = (−∞, r 2 ) ⊤ ; sort the points in  in ascending order by the second coordinate of the points. Then, the dominated space will be divided into n +1 disjoint rectangular stripes S 1 , …, S n+1 , and these stripes are defined by: Fig. 2 for an illustration. For the convenience of computing EHVI, it is useful to define the function Δ, which is defined as:
Definition 2.5. (Δ function (see also [12] )) For a given vector of objec- 
For the simplicity, the notation Δ(y) will be used to express Δ( , y, r) in this paper.
Then, the hypervolume improvement of a point y ∈ ℝ 2 can be expressed by:
Here, Δ(y 1 , y 2 ) is the part of the objective space that is dominated by y = (y 1 , y 2 ). Recall the definition of EHVI, then the EHVI formula can be derived that consists of n +1 integrals:
It is observed that the intersection of S i with Δ(y 1 , y 2 ) is non-empty if and only if y = (y 1 , y 2 ) dominates the upper right corner of S i , and it is allowed to do the summation after integration since integration is a linear mapping, therefore:
After some basic derivations, the final expression for the 2-D EHVI is [12] EHVI( , ,
Expected hypervolume improvement gradient
This section will mainly introduce the definition of EHVIG, how to calculate EHVIG and show some performance assessment between the exact calculation method and the numerical calculation method.
Definition
Considering the definition of the EHVI in Equation (2.5) and the efficient algorithm to calculate 2-D EHVI (minimization case), the EHVI is differentiable with respect to the predictive mean and its corresponding standard deviation provided, which is greater than zero. These two parameters, predictive mean and standard deviation, are again differentiable with respect to the input vector (or target point) in the search space. The EHVIG is the first order derivative of the EHVI with respect to a target point x under consideration in the search space. It is defined as: 4 Given parameters of the multivariate predictive distribution , at a target point x in the search space, the Pareto-front approximation  , and a reference point r, the expected hypervolume improvement gradient (EHVIG) at x is defined as:
Formula derivation
According to the definition of EHVIG in Equation (3-1) and the efficient algorithm to calculate EHVI in Equation (2-20), we can substitute the Equation (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) into Equation (3-1), say that the formula of EHVIG for 2-D case can be expressed as:
For the Terms (3-2) shown in Equation (3) (4) and Equation (3) (4) (5) , respectively. For detailed proofs, please refer to the Appendix of this paper.
By substituting Equations (3) (4) and (3) (4) (5) into Term (3-2) and applying the chain rule, Term (3-2) can be expressed by:
Similar to the derivation of Term (3-2), Term (3-3) can be expressed by:
Then, the EHVIG is the sum of Terms (3) (4) (5) (6) and (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . In these two Terms, i x and i x (i = 1, 2) are the first order derivatives of the Kriging predictive means and standard deviations at a target point x, respectively. These parameters can be precisely calculated by the following equations [34, 35] :
(3-10)
Compared to the final expression of 2-D EHVI in Equation (2-20), the final expression of 2-D EHVIG also consists of two terms, Term (3) (4) (5) (6) and Term (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . Moreover, the number of the integration stripes both in EHVIG and EHVI is n +1, as we are using the EHVI partitioning method in EHVIG. Therefore, the computational complexity of 2-D EHVIG is equal to the complexity of EHVI, that is O(n log n). For the detailed proof of 2-D EHVI computational complexity, see Ref. [12] . Note, that this O(n log n) complexity does not include the time required for computing and , which was discussed earlier and depends on the surrogate modelling approach.
Performance assessment
The performance assessment of the EHVIG will be illustrated by a single numerical experiment. The bi-criteria optimization problem is: [12] . Fig. 3 shows the landscape of EHVIG, in which the evaluated points are marked by blue circles. The EHVIG calculated by the exact method, 5 which uses EHVIG formula in section 3.2, is indicated by black arrows in the left figure. The EHVIG calculated by the numerical method, which meshgrids a search space and calculate the difference 5 The MATLAB source code for computing the EHVIG for 2-D case is available on moda.liacs.nl or on request from the authors. of the EHVI values between numerical differential two points, is indicated by the red arrows in the right figure. The landscapes of EHVIG in both figures are very similar, however, there exist some slight differences between them, while very small and caused by numerical errors.
Multi-Objective Bayesian Global Optimization based on EHVIG
Similar to BGO, Multi-Objective Bayesian Global Optimization (MOBGO) is also based on Kriging theory. MOBGO assumes that d objective functions are mutually independent in an objective space. In MOBGO, the Kriging method or Gaussian process can approximate the objective functions and quantify the uncertainties of the prediction by using Kriging models, which are determined by the existing evaluation
. Each objective function at a given point x (t ) is approximated by a one-dimensional normal distribution, with mean and standard deviation . Then MOBGO can predict the multivariate outputs by means of an independent joint normal distribution with parameters 1 , … , d and 1 , … , d at the point x (t ) .
These predictive means and standard deviations can be used to calculate infill criteria. An infill criterion measures how promising a new point is when compared to a current Pareto-front approximation. With the assistance of a single objective optimization algorithm, the 'optimal' solution x * can be found according to the score of the infill criterion. This score of the infill criterion is calculated by the predictions of the Kriging models, instead of by the direct evaluations of the objective functions. Subsequently, the algorithm evaluates the 'optimal' solution x * , and both the dataset D and the Pareto-front approximation set  are updated.
The basic structure of the MOBGO algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Note that only one criterion C is chosen in a certain MOBGO, and this criterion defines the variations of MOBGO in Algorithm 1 line 8. Some common infill criteria are: Probability of Improvement (PoI), EHVI and Hypervolume Improvement (HVI)·In this paper, the infill criterion is EHVI. Here, opt is a search algorithm which finds the optimal solution x * by maximizing the EHVI.
Gradient ascent algorithms
Previously, the optimizer opt in Algorithm 1 was chosen as CMA-ES [36] , which is a state-of-the-art heuristic global optimization algorithm. Since the formula of 2-D EHVIG is derived in this paper, a gradient ascent algorithm can replace CMA-ES to speed up the process of finding a promising point x * .
Many gradient ascent algorithms (GAAs) exist. The conjugate gradient algorithm is one of the most efficient algorithms among them. However, it cannot solve the constrained problems, and this is the rea-son why we exclude it in this paper. For the other GAAs, the general formula for computing the next solution is:
where x (t ) is the current solution, x (t +1) is the updated solution, s is the stepsize, and ∇F(·) is the gradient of the objective functions or of the infill criterion. In this paper, ∇F is EHVIG.
Another important aspect is that the starting point is crucial to the performance of GAAs. To improve the probability of finding the globally optimal location, CMA-ES was used to initialize the starting points in this paper. The structure of gradient ascent based search algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
EHVIG as a stopping criterion for CMA-ES
Traditionally, when EAs are searching for the promising point x * , convergence velocity and some other statistical criteria are used to determine whether the EAs should stop/restart or not. These criteria can balance the quality of the performance and efficiency of the execution time to some degree, but not optimally. Because all these criteria are blind to whether an individual is already the optimal or not.
Considering that the gradient of the promising point in the search space should be the zero vector and EHVIG can be exactly calculated, EHVIG can be used as a stopping/restart criterion in EAs when they are searching for the optimal point with the EHVI as the infill criterion.
Theoretically speaking, the EHVI should be maximized during the procedure. Therefore, for this method it is necessary to use, for instance, information about the second derivative of the EHVI at this point, in order to determine the optimality and the type of optimality. However, this is omitted due to the complexities. The structure of CMA-ES assisted by EHVIG is shown in Algorithm 3.
Empirical experiments
The benchmarks were well-known test problems: BK1 [37] , SSFYY1 [38] , ZDT1, ZDT2, ZDT3 [39] , the generalized Schaffer problem [40] with different parameter settings for ( in GSP and GSP12 were 0.4 and 1.2, respectively), and three proportional-integral-derivative (PID) parameter tuning problems [41] [42] [43] .
Test problem 1 -Robust PID parameter tuning
A PID controller is a control loop feedback mechanism, and it is widely applied in industrial control applications. The structure of the feedback controller is shown in Fig. 4, where R(s) is the reference input signal, E(s) represents error signal, C(s) is the transfer function of the controller, U(s) is control signal, P(s) stands for controlled plant, △P(s) is the plant perturbation, d(t) is the external disturbance and Y (s) is the output of the system. For the PID controller, three parameters are part of C(s): proportionality B2, integral B1 and derivative B0, and the transfer function of the PID controller for a continuous system can be defined as: C(s) = B 2 s 2 +B 1 s+B 0 s . The basic idea of a PID controller is to attempt to minimize an error (E(s)) by adjusting the process control inputs.
The benchmark for PID parameter tuning is taken from Ref. [41, 44] . The transfer function of the plant is given as follows: 
Two criteria were used in this paper: balanced performance criterion [45] and interval squared error J 2 = ∫ (5-5)
Test problem 2 -PID parameter tuning problem
This benchmark on PID parameter tuning is taken from Ref. [43] . The three parameters for the PID controller are: proportionality K p , integral K i and derivative K d . The transfer function of PID controller for a continuous system can be defined as: Y(s) = U(s) E(s) = K p + K i s + K d s. The process of PID controller can be described as follows: when a setpoint is set or E(s) exists, E(s) will be calculated by the difference between the setpoint and actual output, and a PID controller will generate a new control signal (U(s)) based on E(s). Then the new control signal U(s) is applied to the plant model, and the new actual output and E(s) are generated again. The structure of a PID control is shown in Fig. 5 . The chosen transfer functions modelling the plant in this paper are: (s + 0.5)(s 2 + 1.64s + 8.456) [43] (5-7)
The step response of these two plants is analyzed with the criteria of settling time (t s ) and percentage overshoot (PO). Settling time (t s ) is defined as time elapsed from the application of an ideal instantaneous step input to the time, at which the output has entered error band with 2% in this paper, while percentage overshoot (PO) refers to the percentage of an output exceeding its final steady-state value.
Experimental settings
All the benchmarks in this paper were employed by using different search strategies in MOBGO and some well-known evolutionary multiobjective optimization algorithms (EMOAs), including NSGA-II [46] , SMS-EMOA [23] and MOEA/D [47] . All the parameter settings for both MOBGO based algorithms and EMOAs are shown in Table 2 . Here, the termination criterion T c refers to the number of function evaluations. The hyperparameter for the correlation function in Equation (2-3) was optimized by the simplex search method of Lagarias et al. (fminsearch) [48] , with the parameter of 1000 for the max evaluations of the likelihood functions and the search space of 0 ≤ ≤ 10 10 . In EMOAs, the unmentioned parameters in Table 2 were set as the default.
The selection of a reference point is tricky. The Pareto-front approximation set will focus on the extreme points if a large reference point is selected, and it will concentrate on a knee point if a small reference is set. All the reference points in this paper were chosen according to the suggested reference points in the referenced articles, as indicated in Table 1 .
Each trail was repeated for ten times. All the experiments were finished on the same computer: Intel(R) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz, RAM 16 GB. The operating system was Ubuntu 16.04 LTS (64 bit), and the platform was MATLAB 8.4.0.150421 (R2014b), 64 bit.
In GAAs, one of the main tasks is how to control the stepsize s. A major concern of this paper is to demonstrate GAAs can be utilized with the assistance of EHVIG in MOBGO, instead of proposing a good GAA, a fixed stepsize control strategy and the simplest parameters were applied in GAA. The parameters of the GAA in Alg. 3 are: stepsize s = 0.01 and the max iteration number is 1000. Table 3 shows the final experimental results. The performances of each algorithm are evaluated by HV and execution time. The highest value of HV on each test problem is indicated in bold, and the smallest value of the standard deviation of HV is also shown in bold. For the execution time (ET, unit: minutes), both the least execution time and smallest standard deviation of time, among Alg. 1, Alg. 2 and Alg. 3 are indicated in bold. If an execution time of an algorithm is less than 1 min, we didn't calculate the standard deviation of the execution times and we use '-' to express this.
Results
Here, Alg. 4 (original CMA-ES with no restart mechanism and with a max iteration of 15) is a control group for Alg. 3 to test whether the GAA works as predicted or not. Since there is no new mechanism added to Alg. 4 and max iteration is too small, the performance of Alg. 4 is indeed worse than the other three algorithms. Hence, there is no need to compare the execution time of Alg. 4 with the other algorithms.
Compared to MOBGO based algorithms, EMOAs perform worse concerning HV values in all test problems. This result is expected and reasonable because EMOAs need a large mount of function evaluations and can not generate a good Pareto-front approximation set when the number of function evaluations is only 200. Therefore, the analyses of the experimental results focus on MOBGO based algorithms.
From Table 3 , it can be seen that Alg. 3, using GAA to searching for an optimal point and CMA-ES for the initialization of the starting points, can improve the final performance a little bit, compared to Alg. 4. However, it can not outperform the original CMA-ES (Alg. 1). One potential reason is related to the starting points in the GAA, that is: GAA is very sensitive to the starting point, and the starting points generated by CMA-ES with 15 iterations are located at the optimal local area. Another potential reason is that the parameters of the stepsize and the max iteration number in GAA are not well set, as no parameter tuning was done.
Compared to the original CMA-ES (Alg. 1), Alg. 2 (CMA-ES using EHVIG as the stopping criterion) outperforms Alg. 1 on BK1, SSFYY1, GSP, and GSP12. Among these four test problems, the execution time of Alg. 2 is much faster than Alg. 1 in the case of the SSFYY1 and GSP problems. When applying EHVIG as a stopping criterion in Alg. 2, algorithm CMA-ES can terminate the loop earlier when the EHVIG of one individual is a zero vector, and therefore some execution time can be saved. In other words, while the original CMA-ES does not know [47] whether a current individual is already the optimal solution or not, EHVIG can be used as a criterion to check for this. For the BK1, GSP12 and PID problems, Alg. 2 needs more time, but the performance of Alg. 2 is better than Alg. 1.
On the ZDT series of problems, however, the performance of Alg. 2 is worse than Alg. 1. An explanation of this phenomenon is that the optimal solutions for the ZDT series of problems are located on the boundary of the search space. According to the definition of the gradient, EHVIG would be infeasible at these boundaries, and thus EHVIG would mislead CMA-ES in search of the optimal solution. A remedy to improve the performance of Alg. 2 is to apply the projection of EHVIG to check whether an individual is optimal or not on the boundaries, instead of EHVIG. Here, the projection of EHVIG is the orthogonal projection of EHVIG onto the active constraint boundary. Since we are only dealing with box constraints, all the components of the gradient that correspond to active boundaries in the same dimension are set to zero.
In Table 3 , compared to Alg. 2 in the ZDT series of problems, Alg. 5 is assisted by the projection of EHVIG and can reach Pareto-front approximations closer to the true ones with less execution time. For ZDT1 and ZDT2 problems, the average HV values of Alg. 5 are even better than Alg. 1 with less execution time.
The PID parameter (Robust_PID, G1, G2) tuning problems are much more complex than the other benchmark problems in this paper. Moreover, there is no effective optimizer in the control group (Alg. 4), as the only optimizer in Alg. 4 is CMA-ES and the maximum iteration number of CMA-ES is only 15. The Pareto-front approximation sets can not converge during the main loop of MOBGO, thus we used the word 'Failed' in Table 3 to express the failure of Alg. 4 on these problems. In contrast, Alg. 1 and Alg. 3 produce feasible solutions on these three problems, Alg. 2 outperforms the other MOBGO based algorithms.
Compared to the performance of Alg. 1, Alg. 2 and its extension (Alg. 5 for the ZDT series of problems) outperform Alg. 1 with respect to the HV value and execution time on simple test problems. For the more complex problems, Alg. 2 consumes more execution time than Alg. 1, but can generate better Pareto-front approximation sets than Alg. 1.
Conclusions and future work
This paper introduced an efficient algorithm to exactly calculate the 2-D EHVIG and applied EHVIG in MOGBO using two different strategies in the process of searching for the optimal solution: using EHVIG as a stopping criterion in the original CMA-ES and applying it in a GAA (CMA-ES used here to initialize the starting points).
The empirical, experimental results show that MOBGO based algorithms perform much better than EMOAs, when a small amount of evaluations is considered. Among the different strategies of the optimizer in MOBGO, the GAA is much faster than original CMA-ES, but it has an obvious drawback: it gets easily stuck at stationary points, that are local optima or saddle points. Compared to the original CMA-ES, the GAA fails to outperform CMA-ES in most test problems because it is very easy to get stuck at stationary points and the parameters of GAA are not well tuned in this paper.
Another strategy proposed in this paper, is taking EHVIG as the stopping criterion in CMA-ES. The experimental results show that this method can improve the quality of the final Pareto front and reduce some execution time, compared to the original CMA-ES on problems whose optimal points are not at the boundaries in the search space. This strategy does not work on the ZDT series of problems because EHVIG cannot be calculated at the boundaries of the search space. However, a useful remedy to these problems is the projection of EHVIG.
Considering the good performance of the second strategy, for the optimizer in MOBGO, it is recommended to use EHVIG as a stopping criterion in EAs (like CMA-ES, GA). For future works, extending EHVIG from the 2-D case to higher dimensional cases is highly recommended, and the GAA in MOBGO based algorithms using EHVIG should be improved.
After substituting Equations (A-6) and (A-7) into (A-5), we get formula in (A-4):
